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BAC Compressors is the leading manufacturers of Air Compressors inBAC Compressors is the leading manufacturers of Air Compressors in
India. BAC has patented design for scroll compressors with highIndia. BAC has patented design for scroll compressors with high
efficiency and low starting current. Quiet Air Compressor is used forefficiency and low starting current. Quiet Air Compressor is used for
Industries, Garage, Automobile Service stations, Spray Painting, etc.Industries, Garage, Automobile Service stations, Spray Painting, etc.
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Central Bus Stand, Ganeshpeth,Central Bus Stand, Ganeshpeth,
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Nagpur 440018Nagpur 440018
Maharashtra, IndiaMaharashtra, India
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The Lead Market is a growing inside sales firm focusing on leadThe Lead Market is a growing inside sales firm focusing on lead
generation and appointment setting services. We help companies ingeneration and appointment setting services. We help companies in
getting a breakthrough in lead generation for their services andgetting a breakthrough in lead generation for their services and
products.products.

Our goal is to create opportunities for buyer & seller.Our goal is to create opportunities for buyer & seller.

Headquartered in Nagpur (India), TLM has a lot to offer when it comesHeadquartered in Nagpur (India), TLM has a lot to offer when it comes
to lead generation and appointment setting. We act as an extendedto lead generation and appointment setting. We act as an extended
arm to your sales process so that your sales pipeline looks strongarm to your sales process so that your sales pipeline looks strong
always.always.

We have experience of all the traditional and the modern techniques ofWe have experience of all the traditional and the modern techniques of
inside sales which gives us a little edge over our competitors in theinside sales which gives us a little edge over our competitors in the
market. We make you understand how to reach the prospect and whenmarket. We make you understand how to reach the prospect and when
to reach the prospect. Our methods of prospecting is proven and a lotto reach the prospect. Our methods of prospecting is proven and a lot
of our clients getting benefitted through our process.of our clients getting benefitted through our process.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-lead-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-lead-
market-9086market-9086
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